
All-electric remote controlled turret
Flows from 15 to 500 gpm
Joystick control
Quick disconnect-ideal for cab 
forward trucks
Lightweight and compact

The FireFox™, an electronic monitor from Akron®, is a technologically advanced,
remote controlled, single waterway monitor with flows from 15 to 500 gpm. The
FireFox™ monitor is designed to meet various water, foam, CAFS, and
dry chemical needs. This versatile monitor can be used for wildland
and crash turret applications, de-icing, fixed-site facility, dust control,
arena protections and many other unique applications. Ship. wt. 35 lbs.

Includes monitor, 12-volt logic box, 
surface mount control box, adjustable  nozzle 15-500 gpm

The Mercury Quick Attack Monitor is the newest innovation in fire fighting
equipment. This monitor is smaller than any other portable ground monitor
so it can be set up quickly and left unmanned at the fire scene to free up
valuable personnel. Mercury Monitor
comes with an  integrated stream shaper.

Mercury Monitor

Quick Attack Monitor

Compact size and weight
Rated flows up to 500 gpm
Quick deployment
Better ground stability
Unmanned use

AW467 Mercury Quick Attack Monitor $2,010.95
AW470 Mounting Bracket $129.95
AW468 Stacked Tips $291.95
AW469 Mercury Nozzle 500 GPM $418.95
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FireFox™ Multi-Purpose Remote Controlled Monitor

The MercuryMaster1000™ is the newest
innovation to the portable monitor line.
This monitor is the smallest and lightest of
all 1000 gpm monitors in the firefighting
industry. The MercuryMaster1000™ will
free up valuable time at the fire scene
with its quick deployment and free up
precious space on the fire truck with its
compact size.
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MercuryMaster 1000™ Monitor

AZ358 FireFox™ Multi-Purpose Remote Controlled Monitor $6,521.95

BD163 MercuryMaster 1000™ $2,574.95
BD164 Adjustable Flow Nozzle $875.95
BD165 Automatic Nozzle $926.95
BD166 Chrome Triple Stacked Tips $409.95
BD167 Chrome Deluge Tip $222.95
BD168 Storage Bracket $161.95
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